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Motivations

o No intermediary: Jeanne & Rose (2002), Carlson & Osler (2000) and Hau & Rey (2006)
o Intermediary-based but not MM: Gabaix & Maggiori (2015), Cavallino (2019) and Fang & 

Liu (2020), and Fanelli & Straub (Forthcoming). 

• Common justification: MMs’ inventory adjustment process extremely quick

• Microstructure effects negligible from macro perspective

• Market makers absent in capital flow-based FX models, despite central role in 
pricing FX.

• FX markets have OTC structure 

o position half-life of 1-15 minutes (Lyons, 1995, and Bjonnes and Rime, 2005)
o almost zero EOD position 

o Demand and supply of currencies intermediated by market makers (MMs)



1. Stringent FX control regulations 

- ban or small limits on EOD FX positions of non-residents
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Motivations

• Features of EMEs giving importance to MMs as long-term bearers of FX risks 
resulting from foreign cap flows  

2.   High concentration of local dealership industry
- 5-6 dealer banks responsible for 50% of total volume

• At odds with growing intermediary asset pricing literature (He & Krishnamurthy, 
2014, Chen et al, 2019, He et al, 2019, Correa & Demarco, 2019, and Yin, 2020).

3.   Limited risk bearing capacity of local end-customers
- mainly importers and exporters

• Policy relevant

Recent efforts to develop more realistic macro models for EMEs (e.g. Basu et al., 2020)



Using comprehensive dealer trading and position datasets from Bank of Thailand, highlight 
importance of MMs for explaining foreign capital flows’ FX effects
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What this paper does…

Empirics:

Theory

Macro-microstructure FX model based on capital flows and MM frictions

- desirability of capital flows

- merits of policy tools (FXI and CB communication)
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• Measure of international capital flows

Foreign Order Flow = Purchase Volume - Sale Volume of Foreign End-customers with MMs 
in spot FX market 

Definition

(i.e. net buying pressure from foreign end-customers)
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Two unique supervisory datasets from Bank of Thailand from 2011-2016

1.    FX net open positions for all bank dealers in Thailand 

- Examine inventory adjustment process of MMs

- Much more comprehensive relative to previous papers (one dealer bank over 1 week)  

2.    Transaction-level FX spot trading between all end-customers and MMs
- Track cumulative order imbalances created by capital flows absorbed by local MMs
- Estimate FX effects of foreign order flow
- Identify nature of microstructure frictions

Datasets
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Key Empirical Results

Result 2: Size of EOD FX exposure economically significant

Result 3: Evidence of offloading to local end-customers and BOT, although far from complete

Result 1: Inventory adjustment process is extremely slow

- Half life of an average bank is 30 trading days 

- For top 6 banks, takes 57 trading days

Certainly much slower than 1-15 minutes
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Result 4: The microstructure FX effects of capital flows economically sizable and 
persistent

Key Empirical Results

Foreign order flow explains around 30-60 percent of the variation in USDTHB

- Hasbrouck (1991a and 1991b) ’s VAR 

- Order flow’s FX effects at different horizons (Berger et al., 2008)
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- Inventory channel: risk-averse MMs compensated for deviating away from a 
zero inventory position (Stoll, 1978, and Ho & Stoll, 1981, 83).

- Information channel: information asymmetry between better informed 
foreign traders and less informed local MM. MMs compensated for facing 
adverse selection risk (Glosten & Milgrom, 1985, and Kyle, 1985).

Key Empirical Results

Result 5: Both inventory and information frictions present

Underlying microstructure frictions



Model Overview: two-country, discrete-time
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Households Market MakersForeign Traders CB

1. Real side & Need for Fin Intermediaries: Gabaix & Maggiori (2015)

2. Nature of Financial Frictions

- Fundamental/long-run FX determined by macro variables 

- Short-run FX affected by financial forces

A. Information friction (Kyle, 1985)

2 types of foreign traders
- informed (optimizing position based on noisy signal of fund. FX) 
- liquidity motivated (exo position)

B.   Inventory friction (Stoll, 1978) 

Risk-averse MMs 



1) Non-fundamental FX volatility

2) Market liquidity: price impact factor

Motivated by survey evidence on key motivations driving EME CB FX intervention 

1. Effects of Capital Flows on FX Market Outcomes
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Two metrics of policy interest 

(Adler & Mora, 2011, Daude et al., 2016, Mohanty & Berger, 2013, Domanski et al., 2016, and 
Patel & Cavallino, 2019). 

Two types of capital flows

1) Informed foreign traders

2) Liquidity-driven foreign traders
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1. Effects of Capital Flows on FX Market Outcomes

Result 7: Trade off between volatility and market liquidity/financial fragility.

- Liquidity-driven flows associated with higher FX volatility (Gabaix & Maggiori, 2015)

- But improve market liquidity (lessens adverse selection concern) 

Policy implication: capital controls may have unintended consequences 1) if capital flows 
are informed and 2) on market liquidity

Result 6: Desirability of capital flows depends on specific characteristics of foreign traders

- Liquidity- or noise-driven flows associated with higher FX volatility (Gabaix and Maggiori, 
2015, and Jeanne & Rose, 2002). 

- But sufficiently informed flows associated with 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 volatility – price discovery benefit
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Result 8: FXI involves a trade-off between volatility and liquidity

2. Effects of Policy Tools: FXI

o Traders’ endogenous reaction to FXI increases adverse selection concern

o Important as recent surveys suggest they are the two major objectives driving EME CB FXI

o In the presence of both MM frictions, not simultaneously achievable…. 

FXI: scales down order imbalances absorbed by MMs
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Result 9: CB communication effective as a complementary tool in presence of information 
friction

2. Effects of Policy Tools: CBC

….although if noisy or perceived to be noisy, can be a new source of noise in FX

CB communication: additional source of signal in MM’s information set
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Conclusions

• Market makers integral FX market participants, esp. considering their pricing 
role

• This paper 
 provides new evidence suggesting first-order microstructure effects
 documents the economic significance of these effects
 identifies the underlying frictions.
 proposes a new macro-microstructure FX model 

- heterogeneous effects of capital flows
- merits of policy tools

 model predictions supported in the data


